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Diversity dialogue
Recent community events
‘have prompted many to

ponder what it means to
have a diverse campus.
> Page 3 |

Tree-sitter extractions
Eric Schatz, the man who
removes activists from
trees for Palco, has a

questionable past.
>» Page 7
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Shfilm
The 37th Humboldt
International Short Film

Festival kicks off Monday at *

NONE

PERIODICA

‘

the Minor Theatre.

> Page 1§
|

Men’s basketball lowes
‘to eventual champion

--

Kennesaw State in the

+:

national semifinals.
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HSU Student Population
Fall 2003

> Kimberly Thorpe

2. 695 3-2% 2.7%

——

Black- 212
Asian- 247
Native199
Latino- 614
White- 4,786

All races not listed.

It began as a small organizational meeting to discuss the issue of diversity at HSU.
But when nearly 200 students

crammed into the Green and
Gold Room Wednesday, it quickly turned into a campus forum
that covered everything from ra-

Latino- 1,202
White- 14,072

cial tension to responsible media

All races not listed.

coverage.

Eureka —

“I’m. really concerned that
students on this campus have
been feeling (un]safe,” said Hel-

Source www.census.gov

Black- 427

en Jones, the new director of di-

Asian- 928
Native- 1,101

versity and compliance services
2

at HSU.
' Prompted by concern over
student race relations, the meeting surfaced in the wake of the
alleged assault of Officer Ben
Whetstine. Two HSU students,
Natalie Dawley and Katya Am-

cent until proven guilty,” she said.
Shortly after the media began reporting the incident, several anonymous fliers appeared
on campus criticizing the university for supporting Dawley
and Amina.
While the fliers sparked fear
and concern among students and
administrators, some people expressed agreement with the questions they raised about HSU’s
stance on diversity.
“The reality of diversity and
the means of achieving diversity
are two separate things,” Bryon
Thornton, a recreation and busi-

ina, were charged with assault-

members

are

Source www.humboidt.edu

races
not listed.

ing Whetstine on Alliance Road
in Arcata in February.
Since the incident, students
and administrators alike have expressed support for the two seniors, who are scheduled to graduate in May.

“Staff

Latino- 2,031
White- 21,544

doing

their best to suppor them, as well
they should,” Jones said.
“1 didn’t interpret it as an unthinking support. People are inno-

-“Our campus has not come to grips
with what [diversity] means.”
- Issac Carter,
associate director of administration and resident life services

ness junior, said in an email in-

what [ diversity] means,” said Issac

terview.

Carter, the associate director of

“There is no need to accept
foul behavior just to satisfy the
need for diversity,” he said.

resident life services.
HSU holds a diversity conference every year, but some people
don’t think that’s enough.

A

student

forum

has

been

scheduled for April 9 at 4 p.m. in
the Kate Buchanan Room. “Our
campus has not come to grips with

v see DIVERSITY,
pg. 4

Entrepreneu! r fair showcases student businesses
hold the “Entrepreneur Fair 04

- From Dream to Reality,” an informational event for students
who are interested in forming

a small business on Wednesday
April 7, from noon to 4 p.m. in
the Karshner Lounge and the
Kate Buchanan Room.
The fair includes two parts.
The first half is a student business showcase in which local student entrepreneurs present their

services and products in Karshps Lounge. The showcase is a

frared (www.
c
om). According to Chris DeHart,
a counselor at the career center
and one of the faculty coordinators of the event, there will be at
least one more panelist.
The event is coordinated by
‘four student interns, three from

tor and one of the faculty coordinator of the fair Pamela Godwin
said. “And students can still apply for the showcase.” The application form for the showcase can

be found at bumboldt.edu/
www.
~career/showcase.
The latter half is going to be a

event,” said business junior Donald Son, one of the HSU interns.

“People are finding more ways
to have their own business,” DeHart, said. “Our community believes that small business is really
important, and we want to encourage that.”
The event is sponsored by
the HSU Career Center, Office
for Economic and Communi-

“I think [the fair) opens up a

ty Development, College of the

munity is willing to support the

the participants on building their
own company. The session starts

at 2 p.m. and it’s going to take
place in Kate Buchanan Room.
from

loved it.”

HSU and one from College of the
Redwoods. “Local business com-

Q&A session with a panel of local
business owners who will advise

Matthew Schmitt

pretty independent in nature,”
DeHart said. “We wanted to see
how students respond to that
dynamic program, and ‘students

In-

whole another option for students who don’t want to go up
the corporate ladder.”
The Entrepreneur Fair started
in 2000 as a small Q&A session

Tofu

first attempt this year, and currently seven student-owned busi-

3 mebaned

tice

eee busi;

petty.
ev «

Scott Willits from Redwood

“*

The HSU Career Center will

check out the student businesses,” The career center coordina-

C squatter’

> Sayaka Rifu
Lumberjack
Staff Writer

Redwoods, and the North Coast -

Small
Business Development
Center, along with radio stations

KHUM and KSLUG.

Seria
ite cxn be eoched ot

owners.
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DIVERSITY: Students
in Inner City Education, a class

v from pg. 3

“Education needs to happen

that’s

on a continual basis —

what we're trying to do,” said Ryan
diMann-Hamilton, the assistant

tition, which cited the fliers and

“There’s a level of discrimination that students have had,”

dress subsequent fears about the
safety of minority students at HSU.
“I think people misread the
underlying theme of the flier, which was to point out that

' Jones said.

“Maybe they just live with it,
and that’s not right.”
HSU’s diversity plan, set to
come out later this year, will cover
institutional diversity in recruit-

ment, curriculum and faculty.
~ “[Diversity

having

is]

our

minds be’ comfortable with the
idea that people may have differ-
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championing [Dawley ‘and Am-

;

serves

ina]

neither

the

univer-

sity’s nor the multicultural cen-

ter’s goal of having everyone get
along,” Thornton said.
Even if students don’t mean to.
incite hatred and fear with their

words and actions, sometimes

ent values,” Jones said.

ee

Kosa

‘aught by HSU professorstudAnne
ents
Diver-Stamnes. Several
taking the course drafted the pe-

A petition began circulating
last week in protest of the fliers.
Nearly 600 signatures from HSU
staff and students have been re-

that ends up being the result,
Jones said.
“It's not the intent that governs
— it’s the impact,” she said,

tion of illegible names.
The idea sprouted in “Issues

Kimberly Thorpe can be reached at
kat2i@humboldt.edu

corded, not counting the collec-

4

|
—

{Diversity is] having our minds be comfortable with the
i
;
values.”
that people have different
idea

Treatment

Free Fillings
Mercury
Gas-Stergo

eeservices
director of diversity and compliance

——

1225 B St. (2 Blocks from HSU) 822-5105

Car

Aa

APARTMENTS

Day

Pool

a

Free Car Wash for Carpoolers

(3 or more persons)

Carwash for non-carpoolers

$5.00 donation accepted
** All proceeds go to
promoting alternative
transportation* *
Ps

all

Alternative Transportation Club

Car wash located at the lower
level Gist Hall parking lot
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Fact, Fiction, Hope and Healing
April 22 - 24
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The time has come for people to come together.
To look at relationships
from many views,
many perspectives.
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This April we will.
Panel Discussion, Workshops

Reconciliation
Featuring:
Melinda Myers (HSU),
Eric Sandras (Peninsula College, WA)
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COMPILED BY
SAYAKA RIFU

| Be sure to come and check out
our brand new Piercing Room .
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in the Redwood Park area.

Monday, March 22
6:49 p.m. Two backpacks were
stolen from the fieldhouse and
recovered in the men’s locker

Wednesday, March 24
12:20 p.m. A subject was in-

room. Some items were missing.
7:45 p.m. UPD assisted the
Arcata Police Department with a
fight on the Plaza.
Tuesday, March 23
9:03 a.m. A report was made
of a subject camping in the trees
on 14th Street.

Massage

¢ Aromatherapy
¢ Spa Treatments

© Reiki Jin Kei Do

¢ Therapeutic Deep Tissue

1:07 p.m. A reporting party found a threatening note on
her vehicle parked in the Mai
Kai Lot.

volved in a physical altercation
with another student in Sunset
Hall.
Thursday, March 25
1:28 p.m. A subject was
warned for going through the
trash bin behind Cypress Hall.
1:55 p.m. A report was taken
of a female subject ripping off
the windshield from her ex-boyfriend’s vehicle.
Saturday, March 27
2:19

3:35 p.m. UPD

825-7655

Also Open Evenings & Weekends
Karhieen Frances Smich, COOTBS

nee!

assisted the

APD in search of two suspects of
a hit-and-run and a vehicle theft

a.m.

Officers

assisted

the APD with a report of a man
down on 11th and I Streets. The
victim had been stabbed.

Alex L. Sch, CDT CODA

Gift Certificates ¢ Insurance Billing ¢ VISA ¢ M/C

£4, Does time stop when you’re sick?

We didn’t think so.

We know that time doesn’t stop when you aren’t feeling well. And it’s even worse
when you can’t get in to see your doctor. That’s why we've extended our Express
Care hours. It’s urgent care when you need it, not just when it works in the
appointment book.

nsUStudents!
Employees!

Our new extended Express Care hours are
Saturdays through Mondays from Ipm-9pm,
and Tuesdays through Fridays from Spm-9pm.
So if you’ ve got a sprained ankle, a minor cut, or a bad case
of the flue, come right in. Our wait times are minimal, so you
can be feeling better in no time at all.
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When you support
Fecific Paradise

you're supporting
the local music scene
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Rates are subject
to change:443-866
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Cesar Chavez honored through mural
Incarcerated youth design mural dedicated to legacy of Chavez
> Diane
M. Batley
Community Editor

Painting a mural to honor the
legacy of Cesar Chavez allows incarcerated youth at the New Horizons Court School in Eureka
the opportunity to participate in

an experience that has a positive
effect on their lives.
“The students felt pride in the
project,” said service learning as-

That helped students to learn

Harrison Avenue in Eureka.
“The idea behind the grant is
to promote community service
through service learning and to
recognize Cesar Chavez's legacy
to do service,” said Andrade.
The youth came up with the
design and Andrade, an HSU
art graduate, directed the mu-

drawing
and painting skills.”
The Cesar Chavez Healthy
Communities Project was funded through GO SERV, the Governors Office on Service and
Volunteerism and through the

the

blueprint.

sistant Manuel Andrade.

come

The mural is located at the
Recreation Yard for Humboldt
County Juvenile Hall at 2004

where students could apply math

ris, Project Coordinator for the
Cesar Chavez Healthy Commu-

skills through ratios from the
scale of the blueprint to the wall.

“The experience of creating

Andrade said he “created a grid

to food banks in the community.

Contact Mark Johnson at

268-3380 to make plant starter
donations.
A Cesar Chavez Day celebra-

tion is taking place today from
5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at D Street

Neighborhood Center, 13th and

have been incorporated into the ~ D, Arcata. For more information
mural as well as 10 core values contact Debbie Hart-Harris at

have had adversities in their lives.
They take inspiration from Cesar
Chavez,” said Debbie Hart-Har-

Andrade helped the students
with

students and of migrant workers

Redwood Community Action
Agency.
“Lots of kids in the facility

ral project titled Marching to the
Horizon.
up

art and working together gave
these students the opportunity to
share something with each other
and the future,” said Mark Johnson, a teacher at the New Horizons Court School.
Personal experiences of the

nities.

important to Chavez.

269-2023.

The school is also celebrating its third year doing the Cesar Chavez community garden

mation on Cesar Chavez.

located beside the mural. Food
is grown in the garden for the

Diane M. Batley can be reached at
dbatley@cox.net

school and food is also donated

See page 19 for more infor-

PL uses alleged wife beater to extract tree sitters

Tree sitter yor felony charge of assault for resisting extraction
> Sam Lacey
Lumberjack
Staff Writer
Henry David Thoreau probably never would have dreamt that

oo would occupy trees to try
to keep the forests from being
clear-cut. In Humboldt County those people engaged in such
acts of civil disobedience not
only risk losing old-growth forests but potentially their lives, as
tree-sit extractions are executed

(THPs) in Humboldt County.

While tree-sit extractions are
nothing novel in an area that
of the
has been at the forefront
American northwest’s timber
wars, Schatz’s hiring led to a
spate of extractions in Humboldt
County—particularly in Preshwater— starting last year.
Those extractions attracted a firestorm
of attention and
suits being filed
civil
have led to

by a man who has a documented
history of violence.
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After losing their in-house
climber/extractors in 1999—
known to the public as “Climber
Jerry” and “Climber Dan”—Pacific Lumber hired Eric Schatz,
who runs Schatz Tree Service in
Eureka, partner Michael Oxman
and their team of climbers to extract tree sitters on PL property
-' jt -atiticipation ‘of the cdheteg’ of
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Grand Opening
Saturday April 3

FREE
Get a
Emily Strange

Nokia

97

Arcata

-

.

5100 Series

in your
faceplate if you bring
matching cell Py

IV ERSITY

OF

GTON

; Street.

~ UW Summer Quarter is open to all qualified applicants.
For more information, call 800-850-8977 or visit the web site.
www.summer.washington.edu
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SPRING SALE ms
PADDLE

HIKE

New and Used River Kayaks

Starting at $199

Daypacks & Backpacks

Recreational & Touring Kayaks

Dana Design, Gregory, Eagle Creek | $45 w $QQoff

All ‘02-’03 models| up to 20%

off

Thermarest Guidelite Sleeping Pads Reg $75

Kokatat GTX Meridian Drysuits : $4 OO off

Harmony Life Jackets Reg $79.95

Select Paddles

Werner, Seven-2

BIKE

upto 30%

Sale $6375

Select Clothing

sale $5,995

Patagonia, Prana, Mtn. Hardwear

up to 4Q %

off

Adventure’s
Edge Lexan Bottles Reg $8.95 | Sale $749

off

All Sunglasses

:

_, Smith, Coven: Optic Nerve

10% »© 50% off

Adve Feleee aes
|

eae

polled a

Also this month...

SS

Banff Mountain Film Festival

TWO DIFFERENT SHOWS!

_ Apel 12-13, 7pm, Kate Buchanan Room, HSU

$7 in advance / $9 at the door
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not be reached forcomment.

a strike under California’s Felony Thre
e Strikes
Law— against Oxman and Schatz for alle
gedly attempting to resist his extraction, as well
as alleged
misdemeanor trespass, which is the conventi
onal
charge for sitters. The logging community
has long
complained that such charges are too lenient.
Both sides seem to be givingup noground
in the

Schatz was repeatedly confronted at his home

in Cutten after his involvement with the extr
actions ~il

last year.
While tree-sitting is a form of civil disobedience that most likely will end in extraction
and
arrest, many citizens are concerned that the
procedures unduly put lives at risk; especially when
Schatz has been arrested for the felonious abus
e of
his spouse.
Extractions often leave both the sitter and climbers hundreds of feet above the ground with little
or

ongoing fight. The recent recall election
once again

pushed tree-sitting and PL into the limeligh
t, with
many of the issues—District Attorney Paul
Gal-

legos’ stance on crime, for example—framed
with

regard to timber practices.
Ads attacking Gallegos’ prosecution of tree
sit-

no safety equipment and no time-tested proc
edure
for a safe extraction, many believe leaves little
room
for hasty decisions.
According to court documents, R. Eric Scha
tz

ters popped up in the months leading to
the recall
election, and less than a week before the
March 2
date an extraction attempt was made in Fres
hwater
once again, which many sitters claim was
a convenient attempt to make a “rescue” at an opp
ortune
time.
“If you guys weren’t up here, I wouldn't have
to

night in jail and was released the following day.
In court proceedings Schatz pled not guilty to

the charges and was eventually placed on diversio
n

by Deputy Prosecutor Worth Dikeman.
The program required that he attend the Family Violence Program at the Humboldt Family Service Center and avoid run-ins with the police for
one year.
In January 1994 the case against Schatz was
dismissed and any record of charges against him
was expunged from the Humboldt County criminal annals.
Court records also show that Schatz’s wife stated
in an interview that she believed he had successfully

www.
y-org— shows Oxman choking and
manhandling Phoenix as he and Schatz attempt
to shackle him with zip ties and lower him to the

ground,

The extraction took place on April 17, 2003, in
Freshwater atop a tree dubbed “Allah” which was
felled immediately after Phoenix was arrested.
The hour-long struggle took place after Phoenix

be judgments made by a number of different prosecutors for many reasons,” Dikeman said. “I certracted, and at times Phoenix was dangled precariously at over 150 feet with no safety equipment or tainly do not remember the Proceedings against
Mr. Schatz.”
shoes.
While Dikeman couldn’t discuss specifics reWhile Oxman was notably—and eerily— silent throughout the videotape, Phoenix and Schatz garding the case, he believes that diversion is not
an uncommon remedy for those involved in spoumaintained heated banter.
sal abuse cases.
“You evil man, what, you have to wear sunHe stressed that each case is reviewed solely on
glasses because you can’t look me in the eye,” Phoenix told Schatz after he was repeatedly reminded its own merits and only those determined to be in
line with the goal of diversion are recommended
that they were there to “rescue” him.
for
the program. Factors include whether or not
Throughout the tape Phoenix told Schatz to
“keep his man in check,” and he screamed for help the person has prior violent offenses or is deemed
as Oxman jumped on him and then began to choke to be a continuing threat.
“I think that diversion was something that
him while attempting to secure arm and leg rewas used more often in the past because of the ways
straints.
the
laws have changed recently with regard to parSchatz maintained in the tape that he has “a
ticul
ar offenses,” Dikeman said. “When I first berespect for the tree sitters,” and he attempts to discame a prosecutor here we had a law that allowed
suade Oxman from being aggressive at certain mopeop
le who drove drunk to have the offense strickments.
“We are really in a hell of a mess up here,” Schatz en from the record—sometimes even two or three
times, which is something that would be unheard
said as they finally secure Phoenix, who is screaming that the circulation has been cut off in his leg of now. The laws and guidelines change and it is up
and he is being choked even though he is fully re- to prosecutors to change with them.”
While activists contend that Schatz’s confustrained.
:
“Where am I, who am I, that’s, that’s the lower sion and violent past make him unfit for a job that
line, Jesus, what a fucking mess,” Schatz said in ob- entails physical altercations, PL maintains it had no
vious confusion as he prepares the rig up the rope prior knowledge of Schatz’s past and defend their
decisions in using his services.
that will lower Phoenix.
“Safety is the number one consideration
The tape ends with a shot of the tree as it is
when
ever
we proceed with tree-sitting,” said PL
cut down.
. It_is reported that Schatz Tree Service alone spokesperson Erin Dunn. “Anytime there is an extraction it is about the safety of PALCO employees
$15,000 per extraction, or approximateand sitters.”
y $Egat total for extractions in the Freshwate
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completed the diversion program.
“In a case against a single person, there may

climbed the tree where another sitter was being ex-

pane

Voting ends 4/17/04
ane you hag

charge is a felony and he was concurrently charged

The videotape—which can be found online at:

**

aaby email, phone or in-person *

with the misdemeanor equivalent. Schatz spen
t a

then some.”

awe

ay Vote from our list of scents

was arrested in November 1992 by the Eureka
Po-

some responsibility there. I wouldn’t be up
here if
you guys weren't up here. I can assure you six
ways
from Sunday that everything done up here will
be
safe, courteous; we do everything by the book
and

.

HELPUS PICK OUR NEXT |
SOAP FRAGRANCE. oo

lice Department and charged with “inflictio
n of
corporal injury on a spouse/ cohabitant” for
fracturing his wife’s hyoid bone, which is at the
at the
base of the neck and supports the tongue.
The

risk myself and I wouldn’t have to risk you
guys,”
Schatz can be heard saying in a videotape of
the
extraction of Phoenix that has been circulat
ing
on the Internet. “Everybody needs to own up
to

ET
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Israel's Sharon

HealthSPORT

accused of bribery

now offering a 6-week program that prepares
is RT
HealthSPO

you to take the American Council on Exercise Certifying
Exam, Become a Group Exercise Leader or Personal Trainer.
¢« Anatomy, Physiology
e Kinesiology

Leann

*Health Screening

Throwing the country into
political turmoil, Israel's chief
prosecutor recommended this
week that Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon be indicted on bribery
charges.
The recommendation stems

from an alleged business deal be-

:

SM

e Fitness Testing
* Program & Class Design
¢ And Morel

tween Sharon’s son Gilad and a
property developer named Da-

vid Appel. Many Israelis are calling on Sharon to resign if he is
charged with a crime.
Prosecutors allege that Appel
paid the younger Sharon around
$700,000, and that the elder Sharon used his influence to lobby

the Greek government to allow
the building of a resort off the
coast of Athens, Greece. They
also say he worked to rezone agricultural land that Appel wanted to build on in Israel.

ay CELT rays)

Authorities in Britain and the

Philippines say they have foiled
terrorist plots to bomb London
and Manila, respectively.

In London, police arrested
eight men and seized halfa ton
of fertilizer explosives in earlymorning raids on Tuesday. All of
the men were British citizens of
Pakistani descent.
Police say the men had
planned to bomb “soft targets”
like pubs, but there was concern
that they were targeting airplanes
because one of the men was employed at Gatwick Airport.
In Manila, President Gloria
liacapagal-Arroyo said police
“pre-empted a Madrid-level attack” by seizing 80 pounds of
TNT and arresting four men associated with the terrorist group
Abu Sayyaf.
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Letters to the editor

Professor blasts The “Jack's clcoholic adventures at odd bars
ger and laugh at: the poor. Kapko

Dear Editor,

How very ironic that, in the
same issue (3/10) in which you

rightly decry the racist bigotry

and Schnalzer giggle at “yellowtoothed buccaneers,” the in-

timidating, suspender-clad hick
and misogyny of an unknown
crowd,” and “Twacktown low| author
(“Weekly
Communi- . life[s]” who live in Schnalzer and

qué”), your Managing Editor
Michael Schnalzer and News Ed-

HSU is far from achieving a diverse student body, faculty and staff.
The first step to rectifying this is :o unashamedly admit
it and admit
that there are institutional and social roadblocks to true diversity
Diversity is a word that is often thrown around without
any real meaning attached to it. Many who use the word

either use it out of context or simply do not know what it
means at all.
This has extremely negative impacts on all communities, especially when one understands the fruits of living in
a “diverse” society.
To define diversity one must first find the context in
which the definition can exist.
Our context is the university setting. The definition
comes in two parts.
Diversity is the incorporation of a variety of humans
from different political, socioeconomic, sexual, religious,
gender, racial, geographic, ethnic and academic backgrounds.
The second part of the definition is more important and
is more complicated. Diversity also means that each and every individual must hold equal power.
This fair division of power is essential. It allows for open
and free pathways to pursue happiness for all—on whatever terms arise. Don’t confuse this with an argument for
equality. It would be more accurate to say what we are talk-

ing about has to do with equity.
Some of us at The Lumberjack think that this sort of diversity is unachievable or unnecessary. And some of us salivate at the thought of this sort of social organization and
will sacrifice just about everything to actualize it.

Those of us who are willing to suffer to see our definition become reality find that anything short of it is unconditionally unacceptable.
As today is Cesar Chavez Day, we would like to part with
saying that it is time to give those that grow our sustenance
a living wage regardless of their citizenship. In doing this
we will also be taking a small step toward legitimate diversity.
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itor Matt Kapko themselves engage in a less vitriolic but nonetheless subtly bigoted diatribe in
your regular feature “Dive Bar
Detours.”
Putting aside for a moment
any critiques of a regular feature
in a college newspaper that celebrates drinking without any reference to designated driving, and
any critiques regarding drink-

ing itself as a worthy pastime, I
want to point out to you that this

feature depends, this last week
in particular but every week in
general, on the exoticization of
poor and working-class people
in Humboldt county.
“Lost
and
Confused
in
Tweekerville” serves as a poignant example of an apparently
“safe” group to point one;s fin-

Kapko,s Eurekan porno-tropic.
Our- two writers position
themselves, through the language they use, in a safe, white,
middle-class Arcata from which
they fearlessly venture like Starsky and Hutch to a “grimy and
weathered” Eureka, where adventure lies.
Adventure, in “Dive Bar Detours” consists of mingling
with the Eurekan, Blue Lake, or
McKinleyville. Other ---an Other that is described as drunk, unemployed, uneducated and even
addicted to methamphetamine
(“We ain’t about to lose our
shoes to some Twacktown lowlife
because she or he sold a pair for

county. Unfortunately, instead of
critiquing the isolation afforded
by a privileged university life,
they bash the county that hosts
them (and, as my students point
out, provides for their success).
Can’t you offer a feature that
would prove more useful, rel-

evant and sensitive to the readership? This kind of writing is
not helping strengthen the image of The Lumberjack in the
Humboldt County community---it just makes the Jack seem
like the playground of privileged
white kids from elsewhere who
are unduly fascinated by the contours of their own navels. The
“Weekly Communiqué” attempted to provide a prope response to
the troubling discourses on our
campus--- but it was overshadowed by a full-page feature (with
photographs) that illustrated another kind of bigotry.

a thin white line”). Through their
use of rhetoric, the authors construct themselves as sardonic and
superior men, men aware of the
gross disparities of wealth in our

Exercising my freedom of speech
and signing my name,
Nikola Hobbel
Assistant Professor of English

The ‘Jack plague
by same
d The Times-Standa
type lethargy
rd
You folks are amazing. How
do you do it? Every week you
bring us those hard hitting, fast
breaking stories, like ‘Dive Bar
Detours, and you still manage to
keep us informed and abreast of
the latest national/world news.
Oh yeah that’s right, I forgot,
you don’t do any grammatical/
typographical editing, and you
don’t bother checking facts. It’s
insane, you actually accused the
Times Standard of “lazy journalism.”
Talk about lazy journalism,
you even reprint parts of other
peoples stories without check-

ing their facts, when you do that
you legitimize these mistakes as
fact. For example, in this latest issue you quote Robert Fisk, “For
years there has been an unwritten
rule.... You can kill the gunmen
in the street.... But the leadership
on both sides.... were allowed to
survive.” This is just plain wrong,
In October of 2001 members of

ship at all levels.
Let me add that this this is the
only point I’ve chosen to complain about, your mistakes per issue could fill a whole other newspaper. I don’t care if you choose
to be a joke of a paper, but at least
do it with pride. Don’t point at
the other crappy paper in town
and say “Wow you guys suck, you

the PFLP (Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine) along

don’t do your job right.” So far

with others assassinated the Israeli tourism minister Rahman
Zeevi. Furthermore, Israel has
carried out assassinations, just
like this one, of Hamas leader-

this year (and in years past for
that matter) you haven’t done
your job right either.
Gil Spitz
Music Senior

tort ierose deadline
ing Friday afternoon
@

Send. “beloreto el
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like condoms

As the student and facu

population of Humbcldh State Univesity take the time
time to commemorate

Was
co denice haus fad aslo

to celebrate the legacy
who tooka le
other

ery nothing. This ~~ however.

role ina
States ubeater place, but who don'thave a holiday

My girlfriend really wants us to be able to stop using condoms, She doesn’t like the way they feel, and I
hate them, too. We've both been tested, and we don’t

nite

Un ed

—_ Karen Wilkinson and Luis Molina

mess around. Can we?
I havea couple of questions for you before I an~ swer this. First, when you say, “tested” I bet you

mean for HIV, right?
©

Many people go in to get tested, and falsely believe that they were tested for any possible STDs

along with HIV. Then, when they get a negative
HIV result back, they think that they are automatically also clear of everything else. Further, some °
women get'a pap smear during an annual exam and

Melinda Myers
Guest Columnist

interpret that to mean they don’t have any STDs.:
Pap smears test for abnormal cell growth on
the cervix. It is true. that. some strains of the vi-~
rus that causes genital warts can cause ab-

One of the coolest things about having this column is that occasionally I get to congratulate or cajole somebody that deserves it. And you probably
don’t know this unless you hear me rant about it in

|

Take Fred Hooks,
for example. You

Why: This year marks the 50-year

Why:
In '79 Congress put |
Anthony’s face on a new onedollar coin. This overlooked |
women's rights leader deserves

the national pastime.It was a
huge leap to integrate the national
pastime because it was the part
of the day-to-day life of most
Americans of the time. The majors

tested for chlamydia pretty easA
* and depending on where
p
you went it might
have been suggested. The same
is true for syphilis
and gonorrhea. There
are many other flavors of
critters people can pass

nice guys, too.

Who: Susan B. Anthony

anniversary of that tormentful
season Robinson endured to better

; but still, unless she’s
normal cell.
positive. don’t assume she was tested
for anything else. You and she can get

the classroom, but I’m a serious sports fan. To put
the two together, I just gotta say that I’m so darn
proud of Coach Wood and the
basketball "Jacks! In particular, you should all know
4
that not only are these
young. men. great
roundball _ players,
but they’re really

Who: Jackie Robinson

integrated before the military and
other institutions.

Without Jackie

there wouldn't be a Lou Brock,
Gary Sheffield or Barry Bonds.

more than a piece of metal that

will sit at the bottom of someone’s
dresser drawer. After spending the
better part of her life campaigning
for the voiceless half of society,
this reformist died before seeing
her ideals in action, with the 19th
Amendment’s inception.

back and forth for which you

probably don’t know
this (I know I didn’t)

probably weren't tested. To give
you just a couple of examples, if you
don’t know that you were specifically tested
for hepatitis, you probably weren’t, and herpes and
genital warts aren’t routinely tested for, either.
sAsk your care providers exactly what you were
tested for, and then have an open and honest discussion with your sweetie about your sexual histories before making this decision.
Your care providers will answer the questions
you ask, but can’t read your minds.
If you don’t know for sure what you were or
weren't tested for, ask. The second question I have

but Fred gave a piece of
the net his team earned the
right to cut down after win-

ning the division title to the
Marching Lumberjacks in recogni|
tion of their part of the victory. It was ~: 4
so cool to hear our silly and talented
band in the background during those games. Nice
to know the players appreciated it, too.
Or how about Austin Nichols taking time out of

his final home game warm-up to sign just a couple of autographs for some local grade school kids.
Now that’s style.

Who: Margaret Sanger

Why: Not only founding the
American birth control movement,
and the Planned Parenthood

for you is about birth control. If you’ve been relv-

Federation of America, Sanger
was a true visionary. Among
her principles, she established
that a woman’s right to control
her body is the foundation of her

ing on condoms for contraception, you are going to
have to decide what you're going to do now. Consee VW CONDOMS,
next page

I bet Coach Cheek and the softball ‘Jacks will
take us through the spring in similar fashion.
What does this have to do with sex you ask? Ab-

Melinda Myers is one of Humboldt’s highly regarded lecturers and has been teaching at HSU for 10 years. A fifth-gen-

human

eration native of Humboldt County, she brings to her profession a neighborly and ultimately straightforward approach
to teaching sexuality. She lives in the community with her two teenaged sons to whom she lectures frequently about

rights and that women

are entitled to sexual pleasure and

fulfillment just as men are.

choices and consequences. E-mail her at mm3@humboldt.edu.

Who: Charles Houston
Why: When the early opponents of
segregation were trying to decide
to do, he was in the courtroom
what
to abolish

trying

the Jim

of his or her ethnicity.

because

He was the leading council for
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People in.
:
the ‘40s and ‘50s.
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to conduct a draft for the U.S.

Forces...Rather,

Armed

page
lastS,
a CONDON

doms are the only method currently available (other than vasectomy)

over which you have

control. All other methods of
birth control involve the body of
your partner.
She will have to decide which
of the many methods available

are right for her and her body. In
most cases, you will be relying on

her to contracept. It is important

that you remember that.

If for some reason she makes

a mistake, and the two of you become pregnant, you are both legally and morally responsible.

There are ways you can participate, if she likes. —
You can help her gather information to make an informed decision, split any costs, offer to attend appointments with her, etc.

Lastly, you need to be open

and honest about changes in circumstances and feelings.
If you aren’t using condoms,

and one of you is sexual with
someone else, the risks become
great. Making sure you have

lines of communication established that can withstand the onslaughts of life common for people in their 20s is paramount.

draft is not only inevitable, steps

are being taken right now to
guarantee that it will be fully operational by June 2005.
But wait a minute. Georgie,
Rummy, and Wolfie have all publicly denied plans for the first
military draft since Vietnam, and

of course they’ve never lied to us
before.
And the front page of the
Selective Service System's web-

site, www.sss.gov, states “Selective Service is not getting ready

the continuing need for troops to

combat the elusive enemy known
as “terror.”
Recruitment offices have been
scrambling to increase enrollment, but even with intensified
advertising campaigns the numbers just aren’t there.
All of this information can be

found

at www.bushdraft.com,

complete with links to many related articles.
For the record, there is no way
in hell I’m going to kill, or be
killed for that matter, just so the
murderers who run this country
can feel safe and grow fat off the
blood of the innocent.
I hope that there are enough
people in this country who feel
the same way, but I fear that the
seemingly unavoidable escalation of fear in this country will
prompt the majority to ignore

rational thought.

Bottom line, this is more than
likely going to happen whether
any of us like it or not. I hate to
be so cynical all the time, but the
shit is truly hitting the fan and
I can’t stand the stink of it any
longer.

My advice is to make sure you

have

route, because

an escape

they're going to be coming for
all of us.
reached at
an be zer
Michael Schnal

mechnalzer.eds.
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jackedadvice@hotmail.com

of a military draft is the only way
these bastards can continue their
crusade against terror.
Think about it, the United
States military has been in Iraq
for over a year now, and there is
no end in sight.
Despite the recent publishing
of positive letters from American
soldiers in many of the Republican run corporate media outlets,
the morale of American soldiers
is extremely low.
So far, 34 of the nearly 100,000
soldiers who have served in Iraq
have committed suicide. This is
triple the usual rate, and a much
higher rate than any estimates
during the Vietnam War.
44 percent of currently enlisted soldiers said that they do not
plan to reenlist, and at this point
reserves are all but dried up. The

gee

your questions.

the fact that the reinstatement

™

like a 30-point buck, we'll have some advice for you next week.
Just in case we forgot to mention where to send

a

questions and as long a Ted doesn’t skin Julio
problems are fixed...just like that. Cool, huh? So send your

oe!

how to bake a proper cherry cobThe question could be about relationships, problems with co-workers,
care. Once we get the questions, we pass
bler, or how to get your dog to stop humping the couch. We don’t
a tiny little room (it’s kinda’ like an interithem along to Mr. Iglesias and Mr. Nugent. They sit together in
some odd reason they agree on an answer,
gation room) and argue about how to so Ive your problem. If for
we print what they had to say and all of your
we turn.up the heat in the room and make them fight. Then

a

works. You e-mail your questions to jacke

Oe

ase

ee

we

the musical advise columnists.” Here's how it
Well this isn’t one of them. This is more of a “Battle of
dadvice@hotmail.com, and we mean any question whatsoever.

Ne

Heard of battle of the bands?

a

.
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g
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the

Agency remains prepared to
manage a draft if and when the
President and Congress so direct.”
Well that’s a relief. But before
you make any plans for the second half of 2005, allow me to .
bring to your attention the proof
that the draft is a reality.
First, this year’s funding for
the Selective Service System was
increased by $28 million. This
doubles the funding to a gov93 Million Miles to
ernment agency that hasn't seen
an increase in funds in over 20
the Sun
years. Remember they claim to
Michael Schnaizer
not be doing anything differManaging Editor
ent from what they’ve done in
the past. ~
Some folks inherit star spangled
Second, over the past few
cameyes
a_ recruiting
months
Ooh, they send you down to war,
paign for people to serve on
Lord
draft boards across the country
And wher you ask them “How
has quietly taken place. An anmuch should you give?”
nouncement of the need to fill
Ooh, they only answer more,
these positions was posted on
more, more!
the Defend America government
John Fogerty
website, but was promptly reAfter King George II and his
moved after it was brought to the
steal
thieves
court of murderous
attention of the media.
Noin
n
electio
ential
presid
the
Finally, there just simply aren’t
ring
vember, again, the slumbe
enough troops to sustain the octo
awake
will
public
American
cupation of Iraq, not to mention
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SPOTLIGHT

Film Festival
The Minor Theatre hosts

the international festival
> Larry Marsh
Lumberjack Staff Writer

Popular films these days seem
to rely on overused superficial
computer-generated effects, often taking away from the inner
substance that matters most.

JESSICA RADTKEY
Art Education Sophomore

HOMETOWN:
San Diego

Emphasis on storyline is more
likely to be found in low-budget
short films, but seldom do these
films see the light of day in Hollywood.

Overlooked

filmmakers

will

get an opportunity to prove their

short films are worthwhile dur-

DREAM JOB:

styVideo Festival

Permaculture

-. are familiar with.

“They might fill up a club,”
Agoston says of these artists, but

In many ways,hig Monday

atbacioumen of more than
_fiye years of a laboring love for
(Peter Agoston.

~ The-debut
of his fifth release

gftheGSie Video Collec-

the politics of getting on television. are a significant hurdle to
getting their videos played.
“Since they're all relatively
independent hip hop videos,
there’s not too many channels

to go through.” It’s because of

shown ¢

tha that Agoon doa in-

‘aeons elt
_ doing this" he explained.
Agoston:
is: enthusiastic to
show ‘the animated, cartoon-

| like ME Doom video that opens
the collection and a } Rawls viden het hia Senthan shor in Thei-

:

to. get: involved. in the historic

Silence
of the Lambs

film festival,
Th 25. eek videos on this

FAVORITE MUSIC:
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;
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' ‘Pornstar

baa
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land.
The two ‘hours of hip hop
music. videos. will kick off
the Humboldt International
Short Film Festival. this Monday at 7 p.m. Copies
of the
Culturama ‘Video Collections
are available at the Works and

‘Agoston
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competition

said.
Last fall three judges were
picked, award selections were de-

ing the weeklong events at Humtermined and fundraisers were
boldt’s 37th International Short
held.
Film Festival starting next week.
The three visiting indepenBrought together by a group
dent filmmakers acting as guest
of HSU students and David Philjudges each have careers in filmlips, owner of the Minor Themaking that span for more than
atre Corp. the first film festival
20 years. They will also hold free
in Humboldt started in 1967
workshop seminars on camand has continpus, and they will
ued annually ever
their
showcase
since, making it
collecfilm
short
JUST THE GIST
the oldest studenttion in the Minor
Who: Humboldt Internetional
Short
Film Festival
run festival in the
Theatre.
Where:
The Minor Theatre
world. From doWhen:
April 5 to Apri 10
“I accepted the
How much: $7 general
and
mestic to abroad,
offer because I was
$6 for students
and seniors
What time: 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
anyone
__interestinterested in seeing
ed is granted a
what students from
chance to have his
a diversity of loor her 45-minute-or-shorter film
cales and backgrounds were exscreened at the Minor Theatre in
pressing these days through their
Arcata.
film work,” said Kevin Peer, one
“There are a lot of film fesof the judges and a documentary

tivals popping up all over the
country,’ Mary Cruse, an HSU
graduate student and one of the

film festival’s three co-directors,
said. “Many don’t survive, so to
get the quantity and the quality
of work we have been receiving is

a very positive thing.”
Unlike the previous years,
this is the first time digital video
submissions have been accepted.
This year’s entries more than tri-

entries were shipped from Spain,
Italy, Denmark and Canada.

“We had no idea opening this
up to digital for the first time
how this was going to affect the
amount and the quality of work
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who has a background in anima-

tion, experimental and narrative
film, was asked to judge at Humboldt’s film festival a while back,
but he rejected the offer because
he thought his work wasn’t good
enough to show out in public.
to me that perhaps I should take
them up on their long-overdue
offer,” he said.
Students enrolled in the
spring film festival class recently finished prescreening a minimum of five minutes of each

totaling around 300. Some of the

’

filmmaker and founder of First
Light Cinema and the Institute
for Sacred Cinema.
Another judge, Chel White,

“Just this year it had occurred

pled from last year, with entries

that we would receive,’ Cruse

people

juried
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FAVORITE EATERY:
Daybreak Cafe

ternational

there are a lot of details that need
tending throughout the year,” she

ire og

FAVORITE MUSIC:
Led Zepplin

learning curve for most students,
and because our festival is an in-

BATA

FAVORITE MOVIE:
Whale Rider

said. “It has been pretty impressive.”
With experience participating
in 12 film festivals around the
globe, advisor Ann Alter provides
expertise and support to the student co-directors.
“There is a fairly fast and steep
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Sara Fay, on bass, and Lizz Fay, on guitar, play the Kate Buchanan Room last Sunday.

Don’t forget The lan Fays

Local lookat the all-girl lo-fi rock band
Portability isn’t the only lo-fi advantage. The Ian

> Lucas O. Cebulski
s

he

lor more
info call

FREE

Self-proclaimed lo-fi indie rock band The Ian
Fays, have built quite a following since their first
gig only three months ago. And it’s not surprising
considering their unusual style.
The Ian Fays have no drummer, for one thing.
The rhythm section is comprised entirely of Casio keyboard stock beats. This might sound kind of
dumb on paper but in reality it sounds pretty cool.
Imagine adding some rock to your favorite Nintendo theme song.
This format seems to be working well. The Ian
Fays played three shows last weekend alone. Friday
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Fays recorded their EP “The Ryan Blackmore Pro)-

Lumberjack Staff Writer

night they were at The Placebo in Manila. Satur-

BRITISH

BRASS
oF

day they played a house party in Arcata and Sunday night they were at a benefit for the YES House
in the Kate Buchanan Room Ditching the cumbersome drum kit and going lo-fi makes The Ian Fays
very portable.
Visually, The Ian Fays are different every show.
“We try to have a new theme for each show,” said
Monica Fay (keyboard) last Friday “Tonight is ‘80s

BAND
Kerson

Re

prom night” She pointed to her frilly, lime-green,
sequined gown to illustrate. “We’ve done miniskirts, slacks and ties, black poofy dresses,’said Sara
Fay (bass, vocals), “and if you print that, you have
to say ‘poofy.”
Sara and Lizz Fay are identical twins and the

er program.
“But we're going to a real studio to record the album,” said Sara.
The album should be released sometime in May

and will be titled “The Damon Lessons.” “We name

all our stuff after amazing men.” said Sara. “Damon” was Sara and Lizz’s guitar teacher in Santa
Maria. As it turns out, The lan Fays namesake was

an older sister’s boyfriend.

“He was larger than life.

He was the coolest guy in our hometown.”
The Ian Fays, despite only three months worth
of experience, have already been signed to a Seattle

record label...sorta. Meaningless Records, founded
by Zeke Rudick, had added the Ian Fays to its list of
potential artists.
Unfortunately, it takes a lot of money to start a
record label and Rudick didn’t have it. Meaningless
was moneyless and it took a while for The Ian Fays
to get the news. “He (Rudick) just sort of showeu
up at our door one day and stayed for like a month.”

said Sara, “That’s when we
But The Ian Fays aren’t
pointment stop them. They
schedule. They are playing
Rose in Eureka and are one

figured it out.”
letting that little disaphave a pretty busy April
April 12 at the Sapphire
of 10 contestants in the

KRFH Battle of the Bands, being held April 20 1"

founding members of The Ian Fays. Their first per-

the Kate Buchanan Room.

formance as The lan Fays was a show at Redwood

If you can’t make it to either of those shows,
keep your eye on the Placebo schedule. The lan

Yogurt last October, before Monica Fay and Jamie
Fay (backup vocals, tambourine) joined the band.
“but we didn’t really start doing anything until after
Christmas.” said Lizz (guitar, vocals).

“We probably have around 50 songs written,”
added Sars: We cen: a ‘abqut 20 of them.” ,
we
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ect” in Sara and Lizz’s living room with nothing but
a couple of keyboards and a home-studio comput-
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Fays play there a lot.

Lucas O. Cebulski can be reached at
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actuality it took-a lotof pushing
and shoving just to get it in pro-

film to select which films they
thought should be shown. The
students narrowed down the
footage to 13 hours for the judges to screen.
“I am delighted that my digital film is going on tobe seen by
the judges,” Julie Ryan, an HSU
alumni who received a master’s
in film theory and criticism from HSU in 2003, said. “I
do my best to take very seriously

duction,” Rydzewski said.

GB Hajim, an independent
filmmaker and one of the judges,
has specific criteria he follows for
granting an award to a film.
“One of my big things in filmmaking is intentionality,” he said.
“Then I look at the technique itself. This is where I am usually

the most critical. Good sound
work can save a poorly shot film,
but the other way around is not

the idea that a picture is worth a

thousand words.”
Ryan’s film, “Open

centerarts
season

out of the department, when in ©

4 FILM, from pg. 18.

true for me.”
Peer said he looks for a film

Late,’

tue,

paul taylor

apr6

comes across as a political piece
that uses neon advertising and
public icons to inform people
to maintain their own political
views.
Another local film artist,
Andy Rydzewski, an HSU graduate in film production, will have
his controversial work “Broken”
viewed by judges. The film’s
script was deemed inappropriate by two instructors, but after
much debate the film committee
finally let it pass.
Rydzewski said his film is a

containing originality, depth of
vision and overall quality.
Cruse believes the festival
should be a great success.
“There are some exceptional
foreign films and some domestic
films that I am very pleased, impressed and honored that people
submitted to the Humboldt International Short Film Festival,”
she said.
The showings run at the Minor Theatre from April 5 to April
10 from 7 p.m. to approximately
9 p.m. General admission for all

dance company 4

comedy/fairytale

students with ID and seniors.
For more information, call
826-4113 or visit the film festival
Web site at www.humboldt.edu/

Or aCe Mel ahr
ern teas

dark

orthcoast Dance

screenings is $7 and $6 for HSU

about

a young girl not understanding that her mother cannot be
brought back to life and gathering body parts as a way to heal

~filmfest.

her dead mother.
“Now the film will be showing
at the festival and all these students will watch it and think it
is representative of films coming

Larry Marsh can be reached at
larryjr20@aol.com
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structors are often part of the show itself, as is the
case thjs Saturday.

"When swing dance jumped a couple generations
and landed in the new millennium, the local scene
needed a band, and the Delta Nationals came out

swinging. -

;

.

Since then, their shows have become an anticipated event for swingers, including Saturday’s benefit concert with free lessons.
Not many young musicians today think that in

30 years they will be playing their father’s music to
their grandkid’s generation.
The Delta Nationals do just that
when they aren’t working full time
as local communications directors,
surveyors, teachers and ad producers.. They may not have thought they

Seven dollars for students and $8 for non-students will get you four hours of entertainment, including an hour lesson, starting at 7 p.m. Saturday
at the Arcata Community Center on D Street. During band breaks, people will have the option of eat- —
ing free chips and salsa or dancing to Salsa music.
The HSU Newman Center organized the event
to help fund its activities: Newman Center President Rosalie Garcia said the center’s main purpose
on campus is helping existing Catholics and poten-

tial Catholics find ways to grow in

JUST THE GIST
Who: The Delta Nationals
Where: Arcata Community Center
When: April 3
How much:
$8 general
and $7 for students
What time: 7 p.m.

would be doing this when they picked
up their instruments and started
‘singing in the ‘70s and ‘80s.
The quartet of music veterans does not consider
itself a swing band because swing is just a part of the
many styles that make up what National’s drummer

Paul DeMark calls classic American music. But the
other songs they play, including six original songs,

come from forms of music that also lend themselves well to swing dancing, such as rockabilly and
New Orleans rhythm and blues.
So when students are going through their first
steps in swing dance classes, local instructors Bruce
Harte and Debbie and Mark Allen tell them to
practice their moves at a Delta Nationals show.
DeMark attributes most of the band’s audience
to instructors who teach students the techniques
and then refer them to the upcoming show. In-

their faith. This can include service
to the homeless at St. Vincent DePaul in Eureka, social activities such
as snow trips and free Friday dinners,

or self-reflective activities such as retreats in Willow Creek.
The Newman Center also rents

out the Lutheran church on 16" Street so Catholic
students can go to mass within walking distance of
campus. Students pray the rosary every Thursday in
Nelson Hall East at 7 p.m., followed by a facilitated
discussion called “Educate your Faith,” where students examine what it means to be Catholic.
In the three years since the Delta Nationals
formed, they have performed at benefits such as
this as well as at clubs like the Saphire Rose and
at the Blues By the Bay Festival and the Dixieland
Jazz Festival.
For more information, call the Newman Center
at 822-6057.
Patrick Brown can be reached at

pdbrownca@yahoo.com

The Humboldt Circus has more

fun than a barrel of monkeys
> Sean Bohrman
Lumberjack
Scene Editor

The Humboldt Circus presents “Monkey Barrel”
this Friday and Saturday in the East Gym at 7 p.m.

featuring fun for the whole family for just $5.
“Monkey Barrel,” produced and directed in
part by Rudi Galindo, will feature three rings and
bleacher seating for 1,500 people so you can bring a
friend or three if you feel inclined.

“
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)
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The Lumberjack spoke with Shea Freedomhowler, co-head clown and coordinator of the Humboldt
Circus, who gave us a rundown of each of the acts
featured in the show.
MARCHING LUMBERJACKS: “The Marching Lumberjacks is the perfect compliment for the
Humboldt Circus. We have worked in collaboration to produce over five outstanding events and
will continue to produce shows together until the
monkey falls out of the tree.”

ASTRUM DANCE COMPANY: “It works in col-

playful)
eve toy’

ee,

6-8

form at halftime shows or other local events.”
THE JUGGLENAUTS: “The Jugglenauts is a

two-man juggling troupe who have performed at

the Damento Juggling Festival and in Clowns Without Borders.”
IRON MONKEY MARTIAL ARTS: “This is a
form of theatrical kung-fu which practices and
trains with the intention of performance over competition. The Iron Monkeys have performed with
the Humboldt Circus on several occasions.”
A-OK THE CLOWN: “Bede Smith has been
performing circus and clowning for over 20 years
and has graciously been included in the show to
ee fun and entertaining ring games for the
8.”
SHANTRAM THE MAGICIAN: “This local performer has been featured at birthday parties, variety shows and has been known to display his abilipee at slights and manipulations at the drop of a
at.”

laboration with the Arcata Dance Studio and it incorporates dancers from the campus and community and have performed at many local venues.”

Tickets can be purchased at Muddy Waters and
the HSU Bookstore.

arts dance form.
m. This'company practices and trains

Sean Bohrman can be reachedat
doktorrevshaw @hotmail.com

CAPOEIRA CLUB: “This is a Brazilian martial
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> Matt Kapko
Lumberjack News Editor

The work and legacy of Cesar Chavez
is something that concerns every person.
You just can’t escape the need for food.
It’s a fact of life that one must eat to survive and Chavez was determined to protect the livelihood and survival of those

>

‘

that produce and harvest our food.

te
Just as everyone should be concerned
4
and
fruits
with DDT and pesticides on their
\
vegetables, the poor working conditions that
equally
farmworkers continue to face should
trouble them.
Despite the many victories that Chavez and his

In

- ¢

organization, the United Farm Workers, have achieved,

there are still many migrant workers laboring under conditions that some compare to modern-day slavery.
Chavez saw significant legislation passed while leading the UFW. The Cesar E. Chavez Foundation’s Web site
states, “He led successful strikes and boycotts that resulted in the first industry-wide labor contracts in the history
of American agriculture.”
The 1975 California Agricultural Labor Relations Act
was groundbreaking in that for the first time farmwork-

ers won the right to unionize and collectively bargain for

a

bitter

1973,

when

three-month

strike by grape workers in
the Coachella and San Joaquin valleys resulted in violence (and even the

murder of two workers), Chavez called

off the strike and jumpstarted it again at

a later date.
“His motto in life — ‘si se puede’ (it can

be done) — embodies the uncommon and in-

valuable legacy he left for the world’s benefit.

“Cesar’s life cannot be measured in material

terms. He never earned more than $6,000 a year.
He never owned a house. When Cesar passed, he had
no savings to leave to his family,” the foundation writes
on its Web site.

Since his death on April 23, 1993, seven states and doz-

labor agreements.
“The laws were passed when he was around,” Richard Arreola, human resources manager at UFW, said. “He

ens of cities and counties have honored Chavez and his
legacy by establishing the Cesar Chavez Day of Service and
Learning, which we celebrate today.

Looking up to Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther
King, Jr., Chavez followed the principles of nonviolence.
He effectively used peaceful tactics such as fasts, boycotts,

in August 2000, just three years later in August 2003 Assembly Bill 1756 was passed, suspending all grant funding
for the holiday from July 2003 to June 2006.
Currently, the UFW, which has 27,000 members, is in-

gave the farmworkers the right to organize.”

strikes and pilgrimages. He fasted numerous times for

periods longer than three weeks to highlight the need to
gain social justice for farmworkers and all others that are

poor and disenfranchised.
Chavez was born near Yuma, Ariz., on March 31, 1927.
After his family lost their farm during the Depression he

became a migrant farmworker with them. He was 10.
Migrating across the Southwest, working in the fields
and grape vineyards, Chavez was exposed to the injustices

of farmworker life.
After serving in the Navy following World War II, he
returned to Central California to marry Helen Fabela and

settle in the East San Jose barrio of Sal Si Puedes (which
means “get out if you can”).

He began organizing for a Latino civil rights group,
late
the Community Service Organization, in 1952. By the
‘50s he was the organization’s national director.
His real dreams were realized when he resigned from
CSO in 1962, moved to Delano and created the National
whose
Farm Workers Association to protect farmworkers,

plight he had shared.

FiliIn 1965, Chavez and the CSO joined forces with
OrWorkers
pino-American members of the Agricultural
grape
ganizing Committee to strike against Delano-area
embarked
growers. Chavez and a small group of strikers
capital
on a 340-mile pilgrimage from Delano to the state
in Sacramento.

Empowered by their progress, Chavez’s organization

later.
and the AWOC merged to form the UFW a year

taIn 1967, the UFW began a boycott of all California
began in
ble grapes and a nationwide boycott of lettuce

the summer of 1970.
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“The fight happens on so many different levels,”
Rhodes said. The UFW’s most significant goal right now
is to legally obtain permanent resident status for the half
a million undocumented workers currently working on
farms throughout the United States.
Without the legalization of these undocumented
workers, companies will continue to be allowed to violate
labor rights, Rhodes said.
The Agricultural Job Opportunity, Benefits, and Secu-

Although California established the statewide holiday

volved in a high-profile struggle alongside the Coalition of

Immokalee Workers, demanding that tomato pickers in
Florida be paid a living wage.
There’s nothing special about these tomatoes, but they
do have the honor of making their way into millions of
hastily made meals at Taco Bell, a major buyer of tomatoes
in Florida.
Taco Bell earned $5 billion in 2001, while the average
farmworker earned between 40 and 50 cents for every
32-pound bucket of tomatoes they picked, according to
a CIW Web site. “At that rate, workers must pick and haul
two tons of tomatoes to make $50 in a day,” it adds.

rity Act of 2003 is still waiting to be put on the Senate’s
agenda. Sen. Ted Kennedy helped introduce the bill and

according to the staff at his office, there are currently 55
co-sponsors. It is equally divided among Republicans and
Democrats, they added.
The bill would provide opportunity for migrant workers to become legalized. There’s a long list of specifics, including amount of days worked and length of employment, that farmworkers will be required to meet before
being granted resident status.
The Federation for American Immigration Reform
recognizes the potential improvements that can occur
with the bill’s passing, however it maintains a mostly
critical stance on the legislation. “The bill contains no
provisions that would effectively discourage more people from entering the United States illegally or deter employers from hiring them,” the organization states on its
Web site.
George Estrada, a journalism professor at Humboldt
State University, had the pleasure of interviewing Chavez

The organization suggests that if Taco Bell would only

pay one penny more per pound of tomatoes that it buys
from Florida growers the workers’ income would nearly double. That poses the question: “Would you be willing to pay a quarter of a penny more for your chalupa
if it meant that farmworkers could earn a living wage?”
While the protests highlight the continuing hardships,
there have been significant victories. in recent years. A
major obstacle, lasting for decades, was many ranchers’

refus il to negotiate with the workers.
“\ sen though we won an election to work to union-

and marching alongside him in Oakland.
“] was a rookie reporter and very keen on meeting
Chavez because he was one of those icons of the Left,” Es-

ize, renchers would never negctiate in good faith,” Arreola sid.
Vanes:.. Rhodes, contract a ministrator with UFW re-

trada wrote in an e-mail interview.
“1 do remember running up alongside Chavez, intro-

gional o‘fices in Santa Rosa, sa d “This is the crooks of the
class struggle - where the rich meet the poor.”

ducing myself and asking him several questions.” He add-

ed, “Cesar was charismatic, and seemingly a very gentle

She, along with longtime o ganizer Salvador Mendoza
aad « thers, work to get fair co.stracts for their 200 mem-

“Qers in Sonoma and Napa counties.
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Photo used with permission from The Cesar E. Chavez Foundation

about his cause.” _
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do exist. Let’s be honest: as a newcomer, the first visit to the bars on the plaza takes some bravery. With this confidence well established we set
out with an extra inkling of adventure. We wonder: What more will be required of us to experience the obscure, off-the-main-road alternatives?

Rather than strictly adhering to dummied-down newspeak—we forewarn: personal, memorable experiences are included weet

Rural Lovin’

at The Palace
Matt Kapko, Erik Fraser
and Michael Schnaizer
Tavern Trailblazers

THE PALACE - Somewhere
between the foaming waves of
dairy at the Humboldt Creamery
and the old cemetery in the far
end of Ferndale, it hits you: this
is the only place for booze and
late-night jitters within 8 miles.
Outside it’s more like an eerie homage to -Children of the
Corn. After the lonely, winding

highway through farmland and

pastures,

Ferndale

is abruptly

dumped upon you.
This is the kind of town where

But fret not for those in need
of an open-arms sanctuary from
the families they'd rather not
spend time with.
At the heart of downtown in
this Victorian Village sits the oldest bar in the county, and the
only one in Ferndale.
This place “doesn’t cater to
the tourists,” Danny the bartender says. “In no way is this a tourist
destination.”
But it should be. There truly is
something about this bar that demands at least one visit from any
dive bar connoisseur.
Granted there is the typi-

generation after generation pass-

cal décor, but the Palace offers

es its history on to the next while

unique characteristics that easily
set it aside from the rest.

sitting on the porch.
Families actually bother to
gather for dinner, leaving “Main
Street” empty after dark.

There’s the “grand slam of
Ram” - a quarter million dol-

lar collection of Ram heads from

The “Grand Siam of Ram’ hangs on the wall by the poo! table.
around the world according to in here are plain,” he said. “We're
Danny — and the crankshaft register that still works without electricity.
But the sincere tributes to
patrons, such as the mounted
bottle of unopened Tanqueray
sitting next to a photo of Gary
Edgmon and the life-size photo
of C.J. Hindley (with a remarkably similar face to J.R.’s) is what
really grips the heart.
This is after all, the oldest bar
in Humboldt County. The locals are quietly yearning for you

to bust through the front door
on horseback - leather chaps
and all.
“People come in here with
shit on their boots. That's just the

way this bar is,” Danny said.
He was born and raised in
Ferndale, and having tended bar

H

not making foo foo drinks.” The
locals will “just invite you into
their conversations,” he added.
Growing up, Danny recalls
“absolutely no diversity whatsoever.”

But, “for all the reasons that
small towns suck, they’re all the
reasons that people love them.
Everybody comes back.”
Danny said, “Ferndale’s definitely getting older.”
The retirees are moving in
and the young kids are leaving to
go to school, he added.
At one time there was a closed

card room and deli in the back of
the bar, but many relics remain.
The free serve-your-own pop-

Erik Fraser can be reached

at erik@21funkstreet.com,
Michael Schnalzer can be reached
at mschnalzer@hotmail.com,
and Matt Kapko can be reached at
write@mattkapko.com

Top Shelf: There isn’t really a

top shelf, per se, but the beautiful mirror and woodwork behind the bar are original.
Scare Factor: The eerie silence

of a seemingly deserted world
on the street outside.
Recreation:
Pool, shuffleboard,

Terminator 2 pinball, lounging

in front of the widescreen TV.

What’s
on tap: Budweiser, Bud

Light, Great White, and Scrim-

corn, couches and the original,
oh so classy, woodwork

at the

bar round out this bar, providing
here for three years, probably just the local feel that’s kept cusknows the name of everyone that — tomers packing in for more than
a century.
comes through the door.
“Most the people that come
~

PHOTOS BY MICHAEL SCHNALZER
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The mission of this series is to explore local dive bars and rennet us all that alternatives to the predictably denrenitin bars on the Arcata Plaza

did:a really good job of finding

event.

“A lot of the movies sparked '
really important dialogue and
Homophobia is yet another
they were entertaining,” Shanunsavory, little-known byprodna Butler, viewer and Arcata
uct that was left behind by the resident, said. “The movies were
western colonizing nations. In_ like movies you could go see in
fact, homosexuality and many
the theater, but they brought up
other non-heterosexual orientamany important topics such as

” “tions were accepted
as normal in - race, class, and gendéras well as
many of the nations, now techni-

cally de-colonized, before they
were invaded and occupied by
the west.
:
_ Remnants of this can still be
found in the Fa’afafine in Samoa,
or in the Hijras in India.

Aesop
&

4

-

with Jang Bothwell @ Visiting Tenstiers oi be

Dandelion Herbal Center
Call for
>

_

Current Class Schedule

707-442-8157
janeb@arcatanet.com
www.dandelionherb.com
4803 Greenwood Heights Drive

Kneeland, CA 96549

'
'

The

introduction

of

ho-

mophobia via the west was only
- one of the many topics addressed
in the second annual Qross Qul-

tural Queer Film Festival. .
“They did what they said they
were going to do,” Cyd Desso,a
viewer and women’s studies major, said. “They brought in movies involving cross cultural queer
issues from all over the world, not
just the western hemisphere.”
The film festival went on from
last Thursday to Saturday. In ad-

dition to showing films the coordinators of the festival planned

for discussions to follow each

sexuality.”

and some of the movies were se-

lected upon the advice of author
Gil Gomez.

“The purpose of the whole
film festival was to show the in-

terconnections between culture
and being queer,” Q-fest Coordinator David Brocamontes said.
“A lot of the media images
gay,

lesbian,

queer people,” Desso said.

One of the events of the film

festival took place at Arcata High
School and was sponsored by the
school’s Gay Straight Alliance.
“That was a pretty huge step

in the context of what has gone
on at the high school in the past,
Butler said. “It was a huge step

.

The festival was organized by
seven coordinators, the Multicultural Center staff, Assistant Professor of Education Eric Rofes,

portray

movies that looked at all kindsof

bisexual,

transgender issues as being only

for the high school to show a film
that honored and celebrated gay
teens.”
All of the events were well attended. Most of the events carried between 40 to 60 people, ac-

cording to coordinators. At the
last event, which was a showing
of “Dangerous Living: Coming
Out in the Developing World,”
there were 120 viewers.

A list and short description of
each movie can be found on the

Multicultural Center Web

site.

Also, many of the movies that

in white upper-class communi-

were shown can be found and

ties,” Brocamontes added.

borrowed from the HSU library.
The third annual Qross Qultural Queer film festival will take

While commercial media has
yet to depict GLBT people as
multidimensional human beings,
these films portrayed the other
side of that.
“!

think

the

[coordinators]

place in the fall.
Matthew Mais can be reached at

mjm@makopress.org

Pit
Thurs

Lumberjack Staff Writer

Four days followin
the last game
g
of his college basketball career, senior G/F Austin Nichols was in the
East Gym — alone — working on his
jump shot.
Gone are the thousands of HSU
fans that have packed the arena
throughout his stellar career, which

included breaking the school record
for career points, three GNAC conference titl
the es,
preseason No. 1 national rankings, a Final Four appearance, and countless clutch shots and
big-time performances.
What is left, however,
are memories of a four-y
run thatear
saw this
squad of ‘Jacks become the most

turnovers.

successful in the 91-year history of
HSU men’s basketball.

Perhaps
HSU can take solace in

knowing they were defeated by the

“This year has been the most fun

best team in Division II basketball,

I've had playing basketball,” Nichols
said. “Even though we didn’t win the
champithis
has hip
been a really
ons
,
great season overall. We came in here

as freshman and we leave as seniors
having done very well. I have no re“grets about it.”

The Elite Eight started Off with
HSU defeating the University of
Massachusetts-Lowell 89-82 after
coming back from a 16-point first
half deficit. Senior F Fred Hooks
scored 28 points, hauled down a
game-high 10 rebounds and had
three blocked shots in the game,
while senior PG Mark White scored
19 points, hit five three-pointers,

dished out nine assists and pulled
down five rebounds.
The win, witnessed by hundreds
at two separate yiewing parties on

Basketball Tournament held in Bakersfield over the weekend.

as Kennesaw clinched the national
championship with a 84-59 drubbing of Southern Indiana Saturday
in Bakersfield.
—
“It was really a fun run,’ HSU
head coach Tom Wood said. “As a

campus
via a live Internet feed, was

coach you want to take your team

G Kajuan Johnson faces up against Kennesaw State's Ray
Luque in the Final Four game of the Division II NCAA Men’s
tor Jeremy Ketelsen said. “(At that
point) we felt we would be better

HSU’s 28th on the season,
a school
record.
Technical difficulties arose dur-

with the best access.”

broadcast
after upwards of 245 Internet viewers attempted
to log on to

They did so by limiting the bandwidth on the site in order to stream
the game live.

ing the first half of Wednesday's
the game through the HSU Web site.

With fans anxious to see the action
in both the Jolly Giant Commons
(JGC) as well as the theatre in Gist
Hall, a decision had to be made.
“We had too many people on at
one time, more than we could han-

dle,” HSU

served to provide
those on campus

Ketelson estimated Thursday's
81-67 Final Four loss to Kennesaw

State drew 300 people to the JGC,
and another 500 in the East Gym.
The - Fighting Owls’ swarming
ing them to. just 37 percent shoot-

Jacks break school record:
‘to.23 with wins over Nazarene
. On Saturday, only giving up 14 hits
Freshman

basketball
team. They had a won-

derful year.”
Actually, they had one of the
greatest years in the history of HSU
athletics. Just don’t tell that to Nichols, he’s still busy nailing that 17-foot
jumper.

defense bottled up the ‘Jacks, hold-

Production Cvordina-

Brandi Harrison.
Humboldt pitching really shined

to a national championship level
and we did that. We got off the train
ride a stop before we wanted to, but
I'm proud of the 12 players on this

they scored a combined 31 runs over
the course of the quadruple
header.
The schools previous record of
consecutive
wins in a season was 22,
which the team set in 2000.

The Laimberjacks improved 326 overall on the season, undefeated
in league play, and will hit the road. ;

next week to take part in the Easton
Friday’

Stephen Dorman can be reached at

> Brian

Hi:

LumberStaf
Writer
f ck
ja

As the HSU men’s basketball
team

made

its way

down

the

steps-connected to the plane’s
door and onto the tarmac of the
Arcata Airport, one could not tell
that they did not win the national championship.

Hundreds of supporters made
their way out to the airport in
._Mckinleyville on Saturday night
to greet the team who competed
in the Elite Eight in Bakersfield
last week.

“No one likes to lose,” said
senior forward Fred Hooks. “It
just makes it sweet to still be able

to come home to this.”

Nearly 700 fans piled into bleachers on one side of the East
Gym on Thursday to watch the men play in the Final Four
game on a projector
screen placed at half court of the gym.
The players walked down
a red carpet coming from the
plane, while the Marching Lumberjacks blared. Fans and wellwishers lined both sides of the
carpet and cheered as the “Jacks
came in to show their appreciation for what the team had accomplished.

“It just feels really good,” said
senior guard Austin Nichols. “It

shows how much (our supporters)
are there for us, even in defeat.”
During the short celebration,

“These fans have been around
all year,” said Wood. “Their hoot-

ing and hollering really means a
lot.”

HSU
Collen

Athletic Director Dan
was on

the plane with

the ‘Jacks and witnessed their
first reaction to seeing the large
gathering.
“It was great to see the smiles
of these guys on the plane,” said
Collen. “I know the team really
appreciates what these support-

ers do for them.”

head coach Tom Wood addressed
the crowd on how much

these

HSU seniors have meant to the
basketball program, and thanked
the fans for all of their support.
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>» Robert Deane
Lumberjack
Staff Writer
Over last few years, the advancement of performance-en-

hancing drugs have placed under
an even smaller microscope the
validity of the incredible feats accomplished by many present-day
athletes, This has become the case
for Major League Baseball with

the realization that the recent
power records may need asterisks by them in the record books,
with the recent speculation that
such prolific sluggers like Barry
Bonds of the San Francisco Giants and the New York Yankees
slugger Jason Giambi may have
used steroids or other performance-enhancing drugs. The result gave them and their fellow
major leaguers such an edge that
their statistics exploded into the
sports stratosphere, overshadowing great players of the past.

Now the federal government
threatening more probes and
legislation unless Commissioner Bud Selig gets tougher on the
punishment and testing for steroids and other performance enhancing drugs. One must wonder
how deep the investigation will go
into the sporting world. The place
of most concern is where most

pro

athletes. come

from;

school and college. Though

high
the

chances of Division II athletes going pro are small, the evidence of
steroid usage seems to go through

all levels of college athletics.
The uses of steroids vary. Steroids especially anabolic or androgenic are used to enhance

musculature

(anabolic)

and

to

increase masculine characteristics (androgenic). The drugs are
legal only by prescription and are
typically used for conditions that
help increase testosterone in people who produce, extremely low

amounts, delayed puberty and to
treat patients who are diagnosed
with a disease that wastes away

muscle, such as AIDS.
Athletes have found their own,
varying reasons for using steroids.
“I think a lot of it is body image

and some feel it gives them an
edge,” said Shannon Childs, head
athletic trainer at HSU. “However, I think those (athletes) that go

through here though are probably
stronger than most steroid users.”

Wanting

to increase athletic

ability is the most common rea-

son for athletes to use steroids,
but steroid usage isn’t always
limited to athletes. In a study by
the National Institute on Drug

Abuse Research Report Series:
*

Anabolic Steroid Abuse, the other reasons include; muscle size
and the reduction of body fat,
as part of high-risk behaviors by
young adolescents or those who
think having bigger muscles will
make them more popular. Most
athletes who attempt to reduce
their body fat and increase their
muscle size suffer from a muscle dysmorphia. This is a disorder found in men who think they
look small or weak when they are
in fact muscular and strong.
Experiences from one’s past
can also lead to abusive steroid
use ‘in the attempt to. protect
oneself. Male weight-lifters who
were victims of physical or sexual abuse as children were 25 percent more likely to use steroids.
This is similar in women weightlifters. Those who had reported
being raped were more likely to
use steroids, thinking that making
themselves more muscular would
scare off potential rapists. For the
student-athlete the key reasons
are to increase performance by
using ephedrine, to deal with injuries or use amphetamines.
A 1997 research study by the

NCAA

asked

991

cent. The use steroids in women’s
sports decreased with the most
prevalent usage being found in
softball at 0.9 percent down from
1.7 percent in 1993. In the survey 26.9 percent of the student
athletes said that they began using anabolic steroids in junior
high school or before and there
is evidence now that this maybe
increasing.
According to an article by
Associate Press writer Rob Glo-

ster on Sunday, much of this is
thought to be a direct result of
the increased power displays
such as those in the MLBor the
NFL and the temptation of the
ability to get an edge on your
competition.
“Steroids do enhance performance very quickly, however like
with anything there is a flip side
that is bad,” said Bryce Kyburz, the
asst. director of the Health Promotion & Outreach Program at
the HSU Student Health Center.
Possible side effects include,
damage to the hormonal system,
musculoskeletal system, cardiovascular system, liver, skin, danger from
infection and psychiatric effects in
both men and women.
“I’m sure there are probably
a few [athletes at HSU using steroids} but generally speaking its
not as big in Division II sports,”
said Childs. “Not as much is on
the line and the athletes don’t feel
they need that artificial boost.
Next week, how long does it

institutions

to survey their athletes on drug
use on campus by student-athletes, for example, tobacco, anabolic steroids, and marijuana.
The survey showed that the use
of steroids in Division II sports
overall decreased by 3 percent in

1997, falling from 4.3 percent to

generally take to recover from a

1.1 percent, while the use of am-

phetamines and ephedrine increased between 1.3 and 4.2 percent compared to their Division I

steroid related injuries and what

the possible solutions is, for this
problem now that it is not the
dirty secret of the Pro’s anymore.

school counterparts.
The survey also showed that

steroid use, for males was most

Geordi LaForge can be reached at

prism in foosball at 2.2: pet- « - pCommander@aol.com
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will be available on the
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Web
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Last Game Overall

over the weekend. She did not allow a

single run and only gave up five hits.
Motzny is now 14-2 on the season.
In her 102.2 innings pitched, she
has struck out 53 batters, allowed 31
hits and 21 runs. She has pitched11
*

:
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RESOURCES ENGINEERING

> Joseph Freeman
Lumberjack Staff Writer

After their initial shock of realizing that they had to produce
a proposal that might actually be
used to lower HSU campus energy consumption for a real client, Engineering 215 students
jumped at the opportunity, unit is what is expected
of them once they finish college.
Al Steer, environmental resources engineering junior, un-

derstood the importance not
only for himself and his classmates, but also the importance
of working
on a topic that is crucial right now.
“The topic is focused on the
environment and trying to do
energy savings; ‘Steer said, add-

ing that because of the increasing budget problems the school
is now looking to cut costs where
it can...

These same students previously worked on a two-week
Rube Goldberg project, in which

tal resources engineering Beth
Eschenbach assigned her students the research project to propose changes to the house.

students will make a spreadsheet
detailing the initial costs of the

used in buildings. Though Winkler said the students will not be

er houses around campus.

various materials they propose

focusing on behavioral changes

“We need to look to keep the

Now the quaint building, hid-

costs down because of the energy

den in the shadows of the Science

crisis,” Winkler said.
Halfway through the project
the students are going to learn
to use a. new software program,
called Energy-10.

D building and Jenkins Hall and
tucked away behind overgrown
camilla bushes, is the talk of the
campus, at least when it comes to

Using Energy-10, which Win-

energy reduction.
Eng. 215 is working with
Schatz Energy lab to identify cost
savings for House 18. When the

students were given this project on Feb. 10, Eschenbach told
them their ideas could be used by

Schatz to cut energy
building.
“The importance
is that projects are
ingful and have a
said.

costs for the
of this class
to be meanreal client,”

Eschenbach was motivated
by a memorandum set forth by

President Rollin Richmond

to

improve energy efficiency. The

projects will be on display in the
Science D bottom-floor hall fol-

they designed and constructed a
machine to crush an aluminum
can while utilizing a number of

lowing

and innovative steps.
This project will take 10 weeks.
For nearly 80 years, House

ter engineer Mike Winkler is
heading the project, but the ening students have complete
control of their energy improvement proposals. Winkler said

18
remained
undisturbed.
Then professor of environmen-

Schatz is currently working on
plans to save energy costs in oth-

the students’ presenta-

tions on April 28.
Schatz Energy Research Cen-

kler set up with all the current

house measurements and amenities, the students can input
changes to the house and it will
compute the energy savings.

using. This is just part of the
enormous amount of paperwork
needed

for the project, some-

thing Steer had not expected.
“There are constant reports,”

Steer said. “A literature review report, an energy audit document
and some have to be as long as 25
pages. I think that is something
that most people don’t consider.”
The students will be looking

into closing leaks in the roof, the
walls, the windows and doors.

“,.projects are to be meaningful and
have a real client.”
Beth Eschenbach
Environmental resources engineering professor

The one thing the program is

“Even a house as solidly built
not designed to do is to calculate
as House 18 may have big leaks,”
the initial cost of the different said Winkler. “If a half-inch pipe
is fitted into a hole 3/4 of an inch
materials put into the house.
wide, air leaks in and out, caus“If they plug in that we want
to put fiber-glass insulation, the - ing energy problems.”
Weather-stripping § around
program will give us savings in

energy costs,” Eschenbach said.
“But it won't give them an initial cost comparison of fiberglass insulation versus foam insulation.”

windows and doors, sealing leaks
and insulation will be targets stu-

_ dents will be looking into changing, in his opinion.
Personal habits also drastical-

of some of the staff, Eschenbach
believes that it is one aspect that
needs change more than any-

thing.

Pointing out her own faults
in behavior, Eschenbach said
one thing that people in other
campus buildings can do to save
energy is turn off lights or shut
their computers down when they
don’t need them.
In the end, the most admired
projects will be the ones that cost
the least and cut the most energy,
Winkler said.
“The least expensive project
will probably
be the way to go,”
Winkler said. “We need to keep
the cost down with the budget
crisis.”

On April 28, six groups will
have to present their final plan to
Schatz, who will then decide if it
would be energy efficient to use

the proposals.
There are no guarantees when
Schatz will use the proposals, but
they want to begin as early as this

summer. Eschenbach plans to
start changing her habits right
away.
Joseph Freeman can be reached at

To get the cost comparison, ,’.ly chahge.the amount of energy. . jcfao@humboldt.edu
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Wednesday,
Aprit 7, 12-2 pm
Kershner Lounge
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R

is the
Interested in starting your own business? Ready to turn your dream into a reality? Now
ur
“Entreprene
at
experiences
their
share
owners
business
local
hear
to
opportunity
perfect
FAIR '04 - From Dream to Reality.” Learn what it really takes to start your own business!

(outside the Kete Buchanen Room)

Sign up today!

Join Student Entrepreneurs |.ike:

2. Fill out the application

Calipradust - Snowbosrding and keyeking

form to:
3. E-mail or send completed

1. Visit www. humboldt.edu/:

Dream

Entrepreneur Panei

npn

Marthew Schrnit, Tetu Shop Specieity Foeds ine.
Producer of tofu products since 1977.
WARRELORROP.COM

Corser Center, 1 Harpet Street

grocery store, inahating semnshourds and

Arcata,CA 96521

or

Of erestive ert pieces thet benef

Alicia Con, Cox Raemussen
& Co.
Local full-service advertising agency.
WORE.
COMTESMUBEBN.COM

the environment.

Seott Witlits, Redwood Infrared

Northern Californie'’s first end only thermel imaging service.

Peekin’ Clothing - Student owned clotting company. :

www
rethwoodinfrered.com

Green Landesaping - tuenty yeors experiance in lawn maincansnce, garden preperation and muich datiwey.

Kristin Roach-lohnson,
North Cosse SBDC
North Coast Smal Business Development
Center

HSU Creations - Mendecturer of technics! wood products with an ertistic touch, specializing in Otd Growth

wrapes.
thensstenae.org
nor

: Turtie Produstions - Manufacturer of non-iliuminated signs, inckiding benners, bitiboerds, decals, suto/bost

Wednesday, April 7%, 2-4 pm
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY

“

Graig Sheffer - Susceinatie businere consulting compeny thet prepares sustainability reports for businesees t0

Kate Buchenen Room
Networking
and Refreshments to foliow

Questions? Coll the Careur Canter at 707.826.3341. Deedtine: Friday Apri 6, 2004 by Spm.

Entrepreneur FAIRG4 is pert of the Entreprensur Fair events, Weeneedag Apra Tun, 12-4pm in the Kate Buchenen Room & Kershner Lounge.
- Brought to you by Humboldt Stats University end Cotege of the Redwoods Sustent Interns.
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use our computer lab
» Stay close to HSU, the
Plaza and on the bus line
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Sentimental for Spring
The

fact

that

ings

almost makes up for
the fact that there is
a winter. Otherwise,

NC
SCIE
SNACK ON

TO

you

might

oo

also find glowworms, of the
family
Phengodidae, a kind of

spring follows winter

. uch a dark and nasty
season would be un-

beetle. (If you do

pardonable.
People who claim
their favorite season
is autumn (or some
such nonsense) are

save it and show it

life is dazzling. Figuratively speaking, Spring wears

a bright red dress to the funeral of Winter.
However, if you look at the local native flowers
blooming in early spring you will see few in red.
White trillium, yellow violets or the
pink flowering currant, a shrub, are
some of the blooms you might see
going for a walk.
Huckleberry is also blooming in
the forest, and if you watch one you
might spy a young queen bumble
bee collecting supplies to feed her
newly hatching brood. A new nest
begins with a ball of wax and pollen.
Into this ball the queen lays just a
few eggs at a time. When they hatch
the larvae begin to eat their way
through the ball and the queen adds
new pollen and wax to keep them
sealed in. After the grubs become

Env

ryyatt

Renewable

crowned sparrow is notable for being considered the “white rat” lab
animal of ornithology.It is com-

mon, found in many places and
reared easily in captivity. These admi-

ation in song is thanks to this cute little guy.
I hope you see some wildlife during this spring,
as well as taking the opportunity to reflect upon
the beauty of regenerated life. Reading “The Secret
Garden” by Francis Hodgson Burnett used to be
part of my yearly spring ritual, after which I would
walk around for a few days with this heightened
sense of awareness and joy. I also recommend Wwil-

liam Wordsworth’s poem, “I Wandered Lonely as a
Cloud.” And for listening, nothing beats Tom Lehrer’s song “Poisoning Pigeons in the Park.”

they

Li 10)

111. qualities have made it the most

well-studied songbird. Much of what has been
learned about song development and regional vari-

ON

PROFESST

Financial Budgeting
° Facilities Management
¢ Policy Decision Making

¢ Programs/Services Oversight
¢ Long-Term Planning
¢ Setting Goals for
Student Union

for
Danielle studies biology at HSU, and her goal
ed at
spring is to see a glow-worm. She can be reach

won't stick around
bumblebee: pan hard forever.
Queen
In your wanderin spring to build their hive.

dav7@humboldt.edu.

The Lumberjack

Standing strongia
eas

on the

row. These latter two are part of
the spring migrants. The white-

your bike near the
bottoms, be con-

aoe

Easy

and the white-crowned sparrow, as
well as the golden-crowned spar-

ter you as you ride

oy

&

(which overwinter here)

warblers

M of year are march
flies. If these pes-

oe

Smoke

These include the yellow-rumped

f (literally) this time

wee eres
review

Jt

lis

ginning to sing their mating songs.

©) you might run into

eer

a

by showy colors. After trying one
or two, a predator learns to leave
them alone.
Some of the local birds are be-

ly-grown worker bees. They can then begin working to support the growing colony and their queen.
She delegates more and more of the pollen and necing to the workers. Eventually the queen
tar
will spend all her time in the nest laying eggs.
insects
Other
wee

ne

adel

ically protect themselves by tasting
foul—advertising their nastiness

Keep your eyes peeled at

| since

oe

Toth

munch on them, such as frogs or birds. They chem-

night for local glow-worms.
A few days later they emerge as ful-

‘

i

yids

Exhaust

really like to see
one.) Males are
not very interest- [
ing; they live only
to reproduce, neither feeding nor #
living very long.
,
ma
Larvae and adult White-crowned sparrows
home.
spring
their
female light up— Humboldt
emitting a yellow or green light.
The adults are soft-bodied so they have little mechanical protection against the things that like to

her display of color, scents and sounds. Coming out
of the dark months of winter, the riot of renewed

that

SE
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to me, because I'd

At no other time is nature quite so shameless in

soled

IVWE

eeaa

come across one

only trying to avoid
playing the favorite. Inside they are closet spring
lovers. It is everyone’s favorite time of the year.

pupae the queen spins them a bright
yellow cocoon.
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For Additional Information
Contact the University Center Administrative Office
At 826-4878

ELECTION MATERIALS FOR STUDENT SEATS

BOARDYOF
SIT
CENTER
ON THE UNIVER
Directors ARE DUE BY 5:00 P.M. ON
MONDAY
APRit §, ,
2004
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Lone

United

Workers

Farm

Rodriquez

Arturo

and

President

Richard

Chavez, brother of Cesar Chavez,
will march and speak in support of
California Farm Workers.

Kareoke Night

The Alibi, Arcata
10 p.m., free

enm3@humboldt

—
Dead Night

5
Dead

8 p.m., $5

Grateful

.

ml

ts sign up or for more info call|
441-9570.

|

Here's your chance to knock ‘em all

_|

on their asses with your killer rendition of Billy Joel’s “Pianoman.”

Saturdayay | 3

cover band keeps

their music alive and groovin’.

| 5

Monday

Andre Nickatina
Del Norte Fairgrounds,
Cresent City

Culturama Music Video Festival
The Minor Theatre, Arcata

ro
All ages

a

hip-hop extravaganza

Mike

also features

ae ae independently

pro-

duced and directed hip-hop music

Marshall,|

y 15.
on page
Videos. See stor

Equipto, Cool Nutz, Maniac Loc|

and Potluck. Tickets available at
Film Festival
The

Minor Theatre,
Arcata

7-9 p.m., April 5-10 $7
film festival
The oldest student-run
for it's 37th year. See story
returns
on page 15.
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Bartender trainees needed.
$250 a day potential; local

Police Department has after
hours availability: Tuesday and
Wednesday’s
by appointment

positions 1-800-293-3985 x263

Have experience working with
the developmentally disabled
adults? Have an extra bedroom?

only. 822-2428”

Competitive income opportunity.

Make adifference. Info hotline:

FREE BOOK on Past Lives,
Dreams and Soul Travel from
ECKANKAR
Call
toll-free
recording 1-877-411-1800 orvisit

(707) 442-4500 x14

www.california-mentor.com

STUDENTS:

Board

available.

positions

University

Board
student

members.
interests by

valuable

input

and

to

Represent
providing

the

Board

management.

worthwhile
your

skills

student

packets

Gain

overseeing

center.

<“Hvailable

www.eckankar.org/Freebook

Center

Board .of
Directors
has
openings
for
two
student

Election

at

the

University Center Administrative
Office.
Application
deadline
Monday, April 5, 2004. For more

info., call 826-4878.

Lost ring, 2/23 in HGH. Thin gold
band w/rectangular aquamarine.
Turn into UPD or call 825-7030.
Lost 3/8 Key Ring, Silver Bear
Claw Design, 3 keys, Please call
822-1701

Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs -Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fundraising event. Our
free programs make fundraising
easy with no risks. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so get
with the program! It works,
Contact
CampusFunraiser
at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
Open House at Center Activities!
Free donuts, bagels, and coffee!
Enter our drawing to win a free
Outdoor Adventure trip! BANFF
Mountain Film Festival ticket
sales! Join us Friday, April 9
from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. at
Center Activities in the South
Lounge, just beneath the H.S.U.
Bookstore.

EXECUTIV
AND ES
TEAM LEADS
For Our New Store in Eureka, CA

Opportunities are available for leaders (previous experience preferred). We offer flexible
schedules including

evening and weekend shifts. We are seeking candidates for the following
areas:

©
©

Hard Lines
Soft Lines

©
©

CAN

MAILMAN

buys

books, including textbooks, daily
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Cash or

trade

credit

—

your

choice.

Corner of 10" and H. Friendly

staff,

wonderful

books.

Since

1972. 822-1307

Arcata BRAND

NEW

3bd/2ba

home

Great

location

for

rent.

with park close by, w/d hookups,
2 car garage, no pets/smoking.
$1400/month
$2000/security.

ARCATA

Want more infe? Come visit us! We will be on the quad from 11-2 pm on
April 8°.
You may also sign up at the Career Center for interviews that will be conduc
ted
on April 22™.

COee M
may tans a
is

Water

Taxi

tours,

clinics

and

old.

Tour

sloughs

Humboldt

Bay's

islands

from

-and

Woodley Island Marina. Click
on humboats.com or call HumBoats: 707-444-3048

LEARN

THERAPEUTIC

MASSAGE

in beautiful

retreat

setting. Beginning and Advanced
courses.

Get

certified.

Opportunity May

16-21

Next

and/or

23-28. See www.learnwatsu.com
or call instructor Carlisle Douglas.
‘we

Sta

c iv cqees

‘ws “glalw qe ataas

trademark of

at

Inc. Al

reserved.

(°) TARGET

.

HOUSE
DOUBLE

4

BD,

2

GARAGE,

FENCED YARD, DISHWASHER,

classes ongoing for young and

Loss Prevention

839-4045
bath,

Bay boats rides, rentals &
lessons. Sail, row, kayak and

e

Benefits include medical and dental insurance, life and long-term disability insurance, retail’s
best 401K
program, tuition reimbursement and an employee discount at all Target, Mervyn's and
Marshall Field's stores.

The

TIN

Replenishment
Guest Service

i

GARBAGE
WASHER/DRYER,

TOYOTA

DISPOSAL,
SUMMER

¢ Brakes
(tree inspection & estimate)

RATES RENT$1600 DEPOSIT
$1600, NO PETS - 822-5064
ARCATA
2 BD, 1 BATH.
APT.
ENCLOSED
GARAGE,

*
*
°
¢

WASHER&DRYER CLOSE TO
SCHOOL. SUMMER RATES -

NO PETS. RENT $700 DEPOSIT
$700 - 822-5064
ARCATA RENTAL HOUSING
Plan ahead! Move off campus!
Studio, cottage, 4 ta 6 bedroom
houses, 2 bedroom apartments.
822-8039.
Online _ photos,
floorplans, locations.

«< .

$22 -3770
513

J

Street,

Arcata

Electrical Repairs
Cooling Systems
Clutches * Engine Overhauls
Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups

ust

north

of

Café

Mokka

RogersRentals.com/housing

TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED
AD CALL 826-3259 OR
E-MAIL T.EDU
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The HSU Energy independence
Fund will:
¢ Create a model of sustainable energy
systems for college campuses nationwide.

L ike the rest of California, ma

powered

by polluting, non-renewable energy.
More than
comes from
Odes cus
that pollute

£

90 percent of the
nuclear energy that ¢
ecoblinoed tuck iaseasa dikes lace
the air and hasten globatwarming.

~

=

Pe PEs

Se

GAS

The rest comes mostly from large dams in the
Pacific Northwest that damage river ecosystems
and harm salmon fisheries.
Less than 1/2 percents yneatd by wind and

. solar power.’

¢ Create a pool of money to fund conservation
and renewable energy projects at HSU.

But as a community of students, we have the
power to create the HSU Energy Independence
Fund (HEIF) that will put HSU on a new course

energy development.

than a movie
with popcorn.

toward conservation, clean energy and energy
independence by 2043.

* Fund only projects designed by HSU students.

Although it is not our responsibility
to pay for HSU’s

¢ Allow all students to learn about renewable
energy and conservation technology.

utility infrastructure,
we can make a compelling
statement to the CSU system by showing that a
clean-energy future is so important to us that, even
in the face of higher tuition and fees, we're willing
to fund conservation and renewable energy.

This ad paid for by
Sustainable Campus
Task Force. For more
info see our website

www. humboldt.edu/~sctf;

As individuals, we have little power to alter the
unsustainable course of our state’s and nation’s

¢ Cost each student $10 per semester
— less

1 Pinnacle West Capital Corp., Dec. 31, 2003, quarterly report;
Pacificorp,
Dec. 31, 2003, quarterly report.

email sctf@humboldt.edu;
or call 822-1887 (Michael)
or 828-6653 (Katie).

